
MAKE A FIRST IMPRESSION THAT LASTS.
Innovative and efficient cleaning solutions for the automotive industry.
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CAR DEALERSHIPS & REPAIR CENTERS

IT'S WHAT THEY 
DON'T SEE THAT 
MATTERS.

At Kärcher, cleaning is our job as well as our passion, 
and we take our responsibility towards people, culture 
and the environment seriously. We are a family owned 
company and have been producing quality equipment 
for over 80 years. We are working on new solutions – 
full steam ahead, just as we always have. Whatever the 
cleaning task, we have the solution.  
 
Car Dealerships & Repair Centers are expected to meet a 
specific image of cleanliness. Kärcher provides solutions 
to maintain your flooring, keep your showroom spotless, 
wash vehicles, keep your service and repair center 
perfectly clean, and make cleanup quicker and more 
efficient. We aim to take the guesswork out of cleaning, 
so you can focus on running your business. 
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PDIR: CLEANING SMARTER
P reventative maintenance - Stopping the soil before it 
enters your facility.

 ■ Process: If we could keep all soil outdoors, we would 
need little cleaning indoors. Implement a program of 
sweeping and entrance cleaning. Sweeping can reduce the 
amount of soil tracked into the building by up to 66%.

 ■ Equipment: Sweepers, pressure washers, and proper 
exterior and interior matting.

 ■ Chemicals: Preventative maintenance is very green, using 
little or no chemical. Green Seal Approved degreasers can 
be used.

D aily maintenance - Quickly removing the soil in your  
facility to minimize damage.

 ■ Process: Maintaining carpet and hard floor surfaces daily 
extends their useful life by removing the dirt quickly 
once it's in your facility utilizing vacuuming, carpet 
spotting, scrubbing, and touchless restroom cleaning.

 ■ Equipment: Upright and wide area vacuums, scrubbers, 
spotters, stand-on equipment, floor machines, and  
specialty cleaners.

 ■ Chemicals: No chemicals are used for vacuuming. 
For scrubbing, use Green Seal Approved neutral floor 
cleaning agents. For carpet spotting, use CRI Approved 
carpet spotter cleaners.

 
 

I  nterim maintenance - Maintaining the appearance of 
your floors with low moisture, low chemical methods.

 ■ Process: Maintaining a consistent and high appearance 
level with interim cleaning reduces the need for and 
frequency of restorative cleaning. Use encapsulation 
cleaning and spotting for carpets; burnishing, top scrub 
and re-coat on hard floors.

 ■ Equipment: Use encapsulating equipment interim carpet 
maintenance and microscrubbers and burnishers for hard 
floor surfaces.

 ■ Chemicals: Encapsulating Chemical, CRI Approved 
Carpet Chemicals.

R estorative maintenance - For when the occasion arises 
for floors to be returned to their “like new” appearance.

 ■ Process: Restoring the flooring as close as possible to 
its original appearance through pre-spray, neutralizing 
rinse, and deep extraction on carpets and stripping and 
finishing on hard floor surfaces.

 ■ Equipment: Use floor machines and wet/dry vacuums 
with high filtration for hard floors. For carpet extraction, 
utilize spotters, box-and-wand, and larger extractor  
models.

 ■ Chemicals: Green Seal Approved Floor Stripper and  
Finish, CRI Approved Carpet Chemicals.

PREVENTATIVE DAILY INTERIM RESTORATIVE

Process: Stopping the soils 
from entering the facility 

through removal or 
containment.

Process: Removing soil daily 
to minimize their damage to 
carpet and hard floor finish.

Process: Maintaining a 
high level of appearance  

with minimal labor,  
chemical and water.

Process: Intensive cleaning 
designed to restore the carpet 
or finish as close as possible 

to its original state.

TYPICAL ¢ $$$ ¢ $$$$$$              100%

RECOMMENDED $$ $$$$ $$ $$$$              90%

LOW LABOR, OVERALL COST, 
CHEMICAL USAGE – GREENER

LABOR, OVERALL COST, 
CHEMICAL USAGE – LESS GREEN HIGH
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PROVIDING 
PEACE OF 
MIND.

Kärcher Service ensures that  
you can trust your professional 
cleaning equipment to work.  
Every day. Every night. Everywhere.  
 
To cover all your service needs,  
we offer optimal service, advanced 
technologies, expert training, asset 
management tools, and spare parts  
and accessories.  
 
Rely on Kärcher Service for your  
one-stop aftermarket solution.

Kärcher Service

On-site repairs

Preventative maintenance

Training and installation

Going the distance 
Know your machinery. We provide 
training and installation for your new 
floor care equipment purchases.

We are here for you 
We offer friendly, local service  
that includes same-day and next-day  
service. Utilize Kärcher Service to  
quickly fix equipment that is down.

Contact us any time 
Our reliable and friendly customer  
service agents are happy to answer  
any of your questions. Contact them  
by phone at 877-527-2437.

Successful operation 
Increase operator and customer 
safety with equipment that is 
reliable and will leave your floors 
clean and dry.

Proactive maintenance 
Schedule regular inspections with our 
packaged solutions and avoid costly, 
unplanned equipment servicing.

Local Dealers 
Quick and efficient service and 
repair for pressure washers from 
factory-trained service technicians.
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EXTERIORS & CAR LOTS
Some dirt and debris can be 
difficult to tackle: sidewalks, 
parking lots, entrances, and 
service center spaces, for example. 
Our machines make it easy to 
make a great first impression.

Kärcher offers a huge range of cleaning 
equipment, allowing you to easily sweep 
debris from sidewalks, parking lots, and heavy 
traffic routes with the KM 75/40 W Bp and 
KM 85/50 R Bp sweepers, remove gum from 
sidewalks with the SG 1 C Bp gum remover, and 
wash your building exterior, cement, and asphalt 
surfaces with the HD 3.0/2 G pressure washer. 
 
We keep things clean so you, and your 
customers, can focus on the cars. You will be 
confident in the clean achieved with our 
sweepers, pressure washers, and gum removers. 
Kärcher puts cleanliness first, keeping your 
main traffic routes sparkling and spotless. 

 KM 85/50 R Bp Sweeper KM 75/40 W Bp Sweeper SG 1 C Bp Gum Remover HD 3.0/2 G Pressure Washer
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SHOWROOM & INTERIORS
The showroom floor is expected 
to be spotless, so all the focus is 
on your products. Our arsenal of 
cleaning equipment will leave 
your floor sparkling for your 
first visitors and can assist you 
with quick cleanup of spills and 
dirt throughout the day.

The BD 50/50 C Bp scrubber can quickly and 
efficiently scrub your showroom floor, leaving 
little water behind for a speedy dry time. 
The CV 300 dual-motor upright-vacuum can 
achieve a deep clean on all carpeted surfaces 
in your offices and entry rugs. 
 
The BV 11/1 HEPA is a portable back mounted 
vacuum great for increasing productivity, 
while saving you money. The BDP 51/2000 C 
burnisher can restore your floors back to their 
original shine, all while putting the safety of 
the operator first.  

CV 300 Vacuum   BD 50/50 C Bp Scrubber BV 11/1 HEPA Vacuum  BDP 51/2000 C  Burnisher
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SERVICE & REPAIR
We know that a service center 
is not easy to keep clean. 
Simple, powerful, and compact 
equipment allow for a faster 
and more efficient turn-around 
time between cars. 

Our BR 35/12 scrubber is lightweight,  
compact, and perfect for scrubbing the 
floor of a small shop area. 
 
Clean all surfaces with the Mojave Series 
electric powered pressure washer, providing 
hot water cleaning up to 3000 PSI.

Kärcher's extensive line of detergents can 
assist in every cleaning situation, such 
as the shop floor cleaner — formulated for 
heavy-duty clean up of oil and grease.

BR 35/12 Scrubber  Mojave HDS 3.5/30-4 Ea  Pressure Washer Shop Floor Cleaner Detergent
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CAR WASH & DETAILING
The wash center is imperative to 
success. We have the equipment 
to keep both the vehicles and 
your car wash in optimal 
working condition.
 
The HDS 1.7/12 U Ed pressure washer is a 
robust upright machine that offers outstanding 
maneuverability, easy transport and intuitive 
operation. Perfect for outdoor use, you'll be 
able to keep cars spotless. Pick up coarse dirt 
and liquids with the NT 30/1 Tact Wet/Dry 
vacuum. It is ideal for long periods of 
uninterrupted use and constant high 
suction power.

Kärcher offers the compact Puzzi 8/1 C 
extractor - perfect for cleaning seats, carpets, 
and headliners. The Kärcher Vehicle Wash 
and Wax detergent saves time and money 
when you clean and protect in one step. 
The detergent is safe for any vehicle finish 
and works exceptionally well in hard water, 
leaving a shine with a spot-free rinse.

HDS 1.7/12  Pressure Washer NT 30/1 Tact  Wet/Dry Vacuum Puzzi 8/1 Extractor Vehicle Wash and Wax  Detergent
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Cleaning Need Extractors Vacuum Cleaners Sweepers
Steam Cleaners, Specialty Equipment 
& Detergents

Scrubbers Pressure Washers & Parts Cleaners 

Exteriors & Car Lots

Clean any surface on your 
building exteriors and car 
lots: cement, rugs & carpets, 
hard wood, linoleum, vinyl, 
brick, glass, and transition 
areas. Pressure wash 
vehicles, sweep and scrub 
debris from sidewalks and 
walkways, and thoroughly 
clean parking lots with our 
ride-on sweepers and high 
quality pressure washers.

Building Exteriors & Sidewalks: 
KM 70/20, KM 70/30,  
KM 75/40, KM 90/60,  
KM 85/50 R Bp, KM 125/130 
 
Parking Lots: 
KM 90/60, KM 85/50 R Bp,  
KM 125/130

Building Exteriors & Sidewalks: 
HDS 4.5/22-4M Ea, HD 1.8/13 C, 
HD 3.0/20 C Ea, HD 4.0/40 Ge, 
A+ Surface Cleaner SC21  
 
 
Parking Lots & Cars: 
TRK-2500 HDS 4.7/35, HDS 5.6/35 PE 
Cage, HDS 3.5/35 PE Cage, HD 4.0/40 G, 
HD pallet skid with tank and HD 4.0/40 
G, A+ Surface Cleaner SC21

Showrooms & Interiors

Clean cement, tile, wood, or 
laminate, refinish hard 
floors, extract carpets,  
vacuum hard and soft  
surfaces, remove set-in 
spills from smaller areas 
and upholstery, and clean 
up small debris quickly.  
You will be able to quickly 
clean reception areas, 
extract carpets in offices, 
sanitize restrooms, and  
keep the showroom  
floor sparkling.

Reception:  
Puzzi 10/1 
 
Offices: 
Presto 3, Puzzi 10/1, 
BRC 30/15 C, 
Armada® BRC 40/22 C 
 
Restrooms:  
Presto 3

Reception, Showroom Floor, 
and Offices: 
CVU HEPA, CV 300,  
CV 380, BV 11/1 HEPA

Reception & Showroom Floor:
BDS 43/DUO, 
iCapsol™ BRS 43/500 C Deluxe, 
BDP 51/2000 Polisher 
 
Restrooms: 
PS 4/7 Bp OBC Mister + Vital Oxide

Reception: 
BR 35/12, BD 43/25, BD 50/50 

Showroom Floor: 
BD 50/50, B 40, B 60, B 80 
 
Restrooms:
BD 30/4

Service & Repair

In order to stay productive, 
keeping your vehicle and 
service area clean is a 
priority. Simple, powerful, 
and compact equipment 
allow for a faster and more 
efficient turn-around time 
between cars.

Floors & Work Area:
NT 30/1 Tact Wet/Dry Vac

Floors: 
Warehouse Floor Cleaner

Floors: 
BR 40/10 C Adv, BR 35/12,  
B 40, B 60, B 80

Floors & Work Area:
HDS E 3.3/25-4M Ec,  
HDS 4.0/20 E Ec

Car Wash & Detailing

Wash vehicles with our 
extensive line of detergents 
and pressure washers, detail 
vehicles with steam 
cleaners, vacuums, and spot 
clean with an extractor. 
Keep your shop floor clean 
with wet/dry vacuums, 
detergents, pressure 
washers, and scrubbers.

Vehicles: 
Puzzi 10/1

Shop Floor:
NT 30/1 Tact Wet/Dry Vac

Vehicles:  
Auto Wash, Vehicle Wash & Wax, 
Vehicle Wax, Vehicle Pre Soak,  
Vehicle Tire & Rim Cleaner

Shop Floor:
Shop Floor Cleaner, General Purpose 
Cleaner, Warehouse Floor, Industrial 
Grease & Carbon Remover, Neutral 
Floor Cleaner

Shop Floor:
BR 40/10 C Adv 

Vehicles:
HDS 3.5/23 Eg ST NG, 
HDS 4.8/30 Ea ST NG, 
HDS 1.7/12 U Ed

Shop Floor:
HDS - E 3.3/25-4M Ec,  
HDS 4.0/20 E Ec



Please contact us for more information:

Kärcher North America

6398 N. Kärcher Way 
Aurora, CO 80019 
U.S.A.

Phone 800-456-6649 
Fax  303-738-2818 
 
www.karcher.com/us
automotive@karcherna.com 
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